


 
 

 

 

“Intense hard rock. Searing guitar solos. Serious stru5ng on stage with  
no sexual posturing. These aren’t things you o<en associate with  
female musicians. So props to Bobbi Jo Hart, whose documentary  

FANNY: THE RIGHT TO ROCK puts the spotlight on the groundbreaking  
all-women rock group that too few people have ever heard of.” 

– Susan G. Cole, POV Magazine 
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SYNOPSIS 

Some%me in the 1960s, in sunny Sacramento, two Filipina-American sisters 
got together with other teenage girls to play music. Li?le did they know 
their garage band would evolve into the legendary rock group Fanny, the 
first all-women band to release an LP with a major record label (Warner/
Reprise, 1970). Despite releasing five cri%cally-acclaimed albums over five 
years, touring with famed bands from SLADE to CHICAGO and amassing a 
dedicated fan base of music legends including David Bowie, Fanny's 
groundbreaking impact in music was wri?en out of history... un%l 
bandmates reunite 50 years later with a new rock record deal.  

With incredible archival footage of the band's rocking past intercut with its 
next chapter releasing a new LP today, the film includes interviews with a 
large cadre of music icons, including Def Leppard's Joe Ellio?, Bonnie Rai?, 
The Go-Go's Kathy Valen%ne, Todd Rundgren, The Runaways' Cherie Currie, 
Lovin' Spoonful's John Sebas%an, The B-52s’ Kate Pierson, Charles Neville 
and David Bowie guitarist and bassist Earl Slick and Gail Ann Dorsey. 
Figh%ng early barriers of race, gender and sexuality in the music industry, 
and now ageism, the incredible women of Fanny are ready to claim their 
hallowed place in the halls of rock 'n' roll fame. 
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ABOUT THE PRODUCTION 

“Revivify Fanny. And I will feel that my work is done.”  
–David Bowie, Rolling Stone Magazine (12/29/99) 

Meet one of the most important rock bands that you’ve never heard of. Their 
lead guitarist could shred. Their musicianship and songwriting were stellar. 
They were embraced by rock royalty, released five critically-acclaimed albums 
with Top 40 charted songs, but never broke through.  

Oh, and they were women. FANNY: THE RIGHT TO ROCK reveals the 
fascinating, untold story of a phenomenal band that almost became the 
“female Beatles.” 

The film juxtaposes a backstory rich with rare archives about a self-founded 
garage band of Filipina-American teens from 1960s Sacramento that morphed 
into the ferocious rock group Fanny. They were the first “all-girl” band to 
release an album with a major record label (Warner/Reprise,1970), with both 
straight and (silently) gay band members. The latter had to hide their lesbian 
identity or leave the band. 

Fanny counted David Bowie as one of their most vocal fans. But factoring 
against their massive talent was a perfect storm of sexism, homophobia, and 
anti-immigrant sentiment. 



And, as we hear them quip in Bobbi Jo Hart’s revelatory and moving 
documentary FANNY: THE RIGHT TO ROCK, 50 years later, their new enemy is 
ageism. 

FANNY: THE RIGHT TO ROCK opens with the words of David Bowie, 
bemoaning the band’s fate: “One of the most important bands in American 
rock has been buried without a trace.” 

The film then takes us deep into the woods of Goshen, Massachusetts, where 
we discover the Institute for the Musical Arts. It’s an underground music 
camp and recording studio for girls and women only, where Fanny lead 
guitarist June Millington, 69, has been teaching young girls to rock out long 
before rock camps became “a thing.” 

There, she and fellow Filipina-American bandmates, including her bass-
playing sister Jean and drummer Brie Darling, celebrate their 50-year reunion 
with a new rock record deal – cheekily titled Fanny Walked the Earth. If the 
stars align, it’s a chance to right the wrongs of music history. 

FANNY: THE RIGHT TO ROCK juxtaposes an intimate, cinema verité journey of 
Fanny’s uphill battle to complete and release their new album, with the 
fascinating herstory of the band’s improbable journey during their 70s 
heyday. Their controversial, self-penned lyrics dared embrace the newfound 
freedom of birth control as well as the trauma of the Vietnam War. 



Discovered early on by the secretary of legendary producer Richard Perry and 
signed as teenagers to the epic Warner/Reprise label, Fanny honed their 
signature sound in edgy L.A. clubs like The Troubadour. Their “sorority with 
amps”, otherwise known as their legendary, rented Hollywood Hills band 
home affectionately dubbed Fanny Hill, hosted regular jam sessions with 
visitors/crashers including Joe Cocker, Little Feat, and Bob Dylan’s The Band. 
There, serious rock & roll coming led with sex, drugs and skinny dipping. 

Fanny toured extensively across North America and Europe with major groups 
including Slade, Chicago and Ike & Tina Turner. They toured while writing, 
recording and releasing a new album every year from 1970-75. They 
performed live and gave interviews on major network TV shows with Dick 
Cavett, Sonny & Cher, Helen Reddy and The Tonight Show, as well as the 
famed BBC show “The Old Grey Whistle Test”.  

But the grind – exacerbated by countless audience slurs like, “Get yer tits out,” 
and journalists whose most probing question was, “How does it feel to be a 
woman playing an instrument?” – eventually took its toll. Money was scarce, 
since Fanny innocently signed over power of attorney to the record label, who 
eventually forced the band to trade in their signature, bell bottomed jeans for 
sequined, sexy attire. 



The constant pressure, inner band struggles and failure to get that #1 hit may 
have thwarted their journey to stardom in an era when the media and 
general public were not ready to embrace women as rock stars. But, as we 
discover in FANNY: THE RIGHT TO ROCK, the band’s influence on female 
performers who followed their groundbreaking legacy was epic. 

The movie includes testimonials from Kate Pierson of the B-52s, Bonnie Raitt, 
Cherie Currie of The Runaways, Kathy Valentine of the Go-Gos, and Bowie 
bassist Gail Ann Dorsey. Male music icons also sing their praises including 
Todd Rundgren, Charles Neville of The Neville Brothers, The Lovin’ Spoonful’s 
John Sebastian and Def Leppard’s Joe Elliott (who unveils a Fanny flexi-disc he 
has saved for 50 years, since he discovered the band at age 12). 

Will Fanny finish their new rock album and release it to finally obtain the 
fame and fortune they deserve? The bandmates face many new challenges 
along the way, but their friendship and commitment to each other reveals a 
resilience that lead guitarist June Millington describes best in the film, “Rock 
is a metaphor. When you fall down, you pick yourself back up again.” 

As Fanny drummer Alice de Buhr says in the film, “The conversation about a 
woman’s place is smack dab in the middle of rock & roll, says director Bobbi 
Jo Hart. “Yet why do women still make up only 8% of Rock & Roll Hall of Fame 
inductees? And how many female rock bands do you hear on the radio 
today? They are out there, and I hope this film helps shake things up so that 
music festivals, record labels, the public and yes, even the hallowed Rock & 
Roll Hall of Fame, make bolder choices. Women, like Fanny, have earned the 
right to rock, and deserve to be properly recognized for their talent and 
contributions.” 



“History is written by the victors,” says Hart. “So feisty women – especially 
women of color and those in the LBGTQ community – must take the reins to 
help rewrite the history that has excluded them. My 25-year filmmaking 
career has been dedicated to bringing untold stories of extraordinary girls and 
women to the screen. I’d like to think David Bowie is smiling down now as we 
answer his call to ‘revivify Fanny’. Bowie was a feminist and I hope more men 
embrace the #HeForShe movement. It calls on them to support the vital 
voices of strong, loud women who have something important to say, and in 
doing so, make our world a better place.” 

FANNY: THE RIGHT TO ROCK is an ADOBE PRODUCTIONS INTERNATIONAL 
production and CRAVE Original Documentary, produced in collaboration with 
Bell Media; with the financial participation of Rogers Cable Network Fund, 
Canada Media Fund, Quebec and Canada Tax Credits, California Humanities, 
KINOSMITH and the FRAMELINE Completion Fund. 

The film is written and directed by Bobbi Jo Hart, and co-produced by Bobbi 
Jo Hart and Robbie Hart. Executive producers include Katherine Buck, Bobbi 
Jo Hart, Anne Pick, Catherine Bainbridge, Ina Fichman, Randy Lennox and 
Glen Salzman. Director of Photography is Claire Sanford. Editor is Catherine 
Legault. Music by Fanny. Original music & sound mix by Daniel Toussaint. 
Online post production by Digital Cut. 



 
ABOUT THE BAND 

(excerpted from fannyrocks.com) 

FANNY was a truly pioneering rock band, the first of its kind. Their career 
broke down the barriers for female musicians in rock. In fact, they were 
pre?y much the original “godmothers of women who rock”! 

FANNY: four young women who were accomplished rock instrumentalists 
and singers… who never depended only on their sexuality to sell the music… 
who were self-described as being musicians first and women second. But 
the fact that they WERE women, and that they reached a level of success 
previously unheard of for a rock band composed solely of women, was a 
remarkable achievement. 

FANNY was the first all-female rock act to record an enKre album for a 
major record label, and in fact recorded and released five albums for major 
labels. FANNY was the first all-female rock act to rise to real prominence in 
the US and Europe. Acknowledged by both the press and their many fans as 
an awesome live act – in the words of Steve Peacock, a top UK music 
journalist of the era, “if you close your eyes, it’s like listening to the Stones” 
– FANNY toured %relessly for up to nine months of every year. In a career 
that stretched from 1970 to 1975, they had a string of hit singles and also 
played on the studio recordings of some legendary ar%sts. In addi%on to 
their many live gigs, they performed on top music and variety television 
shows of the %me, including The Old Grey Whistle Test, the Sonny and Cher 
Show, American Bandstand and The Beat Club, Germany’s most famous 
band program. 

The four original members of FANNY were June Millington (guitar, vocals), 
Jean Millington (bass, vocals), Alice de Buhr (drums, vocals), and Nickey 
Barclay (keyboards, vocals).  



June and Nickey were the primary songwriters for the band, but Jean and 
Alice made significant contribu%ons to FANNY’s repertoire and all four 
par%cipated in arranging the songs and craving their stage performances. 
Some of the biggest music stars of the %me, from David Bowie to Deep 
Purple to George Harrison to the Kinks, were so blown away by these four 
teenaged rockers that they went out of their way to promote the band and 
to book them as an opening act. 

Despite their success, FANNY were never quite superstars, but they 
prepared the way for women in rock. When they started out, the idea of 
young women as rock players was as unthinkable as the idea of women 
having the vote had been to earlier genera%ons. Recently, FANNY was finally 
honoured by receiving the ROCKRGRL WOMEN OF VALOR award for their 
vital achievement, and feted at Berklee College of Music on April 20, 2007 
with a gala evening including tes%monials and a “rockestra” of Berklee 
students playing FANNY’s songs. 

FANNY: a legend whose legacy lives on in the women rock musicians of 
today. This is their story… 

Sisters June and Jean Millington, Philippines-born daughters of an American 
naval officer and a Filipina socialite, moved with their family to Sacramento, 
California in 1961. Surrounded by strangers in an unfamiliar country, they 
took up music to keep their spirits up and performed in high school, first as 
a duo with June on guitar and Jean on bass and then forming an all-female 
quartet, The Svelts. Their first drummer was friend Brie Berry, who dropped 
out of the band to have a baby (but eventually returned to music as Brie 
Brandt and joined FANNY in the late stages of their history). 



The Svelts played in clubs up and down the West Coast and in Nevada. Aver 
a number of personnel changes, Jean and June were joined in 1968 by 
guitarist Addie Clement (from the band California Girls) and drummer Alice 
de Buhr, a na%ve of Mason City, Iowa who had moved to California at the 
age of seventeen in search of the proverbial fame and fortune. In this four-
piece configura%on, the Svelts gigged around the West in a renovated city 
bus, mainly playing covers. 

Later that year, Alice and Addie lev the Svelts to found another all-female 
band, Wild Honey, and gigged briefly in the Midwest before returning to 
California to rejoin the Millingtons. As Wild Honey, now playing Motown 
covers, they headed to LA in 1969 to “either sign with a label or go back to 
school.” It was very nearly the la?er – no one in the Hollywood music 
industry took them seriously, and aver a while Wild Honey were ready to 
give up and head home. But on what they thought would be their final 
night in LA, they played an open mic night at Doug Weston’s famous 
Troubadour Club, and by chance Richard Perry’s secretary was there 
checking out unsigned bands. 

Perry, a Warner Brothers Records staff member and leading producer with a 
list of hits to his credit (Leo Sayer, Carly Simon, Barbra Streisand, etc.), had 
always dreamed of discovering a band of young women who could rock out 
powerfully, and once Wild Honey had audi%oned for him he lost no %me in 
convincing WB head honcho Mo Os%n to sign them. In fact, Perry was so 
sure of Wild Honey’s poten%al that he got the band signed to WB subsidiary 
Reprise Records sight unseen – and sound unheard! Wild Honey, now a 
three-piece (Jean, June and Alice), went into Western Recorders with Perry 
in December 1969 to work on their first album of original songs. Aver a 
number of tracks were recorded, though, both band and producer felt that 
there was something missing – namely, a keyboard player. 

Finding a good rocking keyboardist who was also young and female was no 
easy task back in 1969, when most young girls were more likely to sit 
politely at the piano instead of playing in a rock band. Wild Honey flew in 
prospec%ve keyboard players from as far away as Nashville and even 
Canada, but no one met all the criteria un%l they found Nickey Barclay, a 
young but experienced professional session player who was a charter 
member of Sterling Haug’s LA-based Musicians Contact Service. 



There was only one hitch – Nickey had only ever worked with male 
musicians and wasn’t at all interested in joining an all-female band. As 
Nickey said in a 1974 interview*, “They were excited about the way I 
played, they really liked it. But I was put off. I guess I was used to being the 
only girl in the group… They seemed to have a real friendship and an 
understanding like bands have, but I’d never seen that with girls. They had 
to get back in touch with me because I didn’t call them…” 

Nickey became the fourth member in January 1970 and immediately began 
recording with Wild Honey, bringing in her blues-soul-funk background to 
give the band’s sound a harder edge. But she lev for several months to tour 
as a member of Joe Cocker’s soon-to-be-legendary Mad Dogs and 
Englishmen, appearing on the hit live album and singles and in the Mad 
Dogs film. She returned hesitantly to Wild Honey aver the tour – partly 
because Cocker convinced her it would be a good idea – and signed on 
formally as a band member, finishing the recording of what would be 
Fanny’s first album for Reprise. 

Aver Nickey joined the band and the album release was imminent, the 
ques%on of a new name was raised – by the four themselves, by Richard 
Perry, by their label and by their management, the Blue peacock Company. 
Everyone felt that what was needed was a woman’s name, something short, 
memorable and at once feminine and bold. Aver considering a series of 
sugges%ons the band se?led on the name FANNY, and the rest was history. 
June would later explain, “We really didn’t think of [the name Fanny] as a 
bu?, a sexual term. We felt it was like a woman’s spirit watching over us.” 



Leading up to and following the band’s first (self-%tled) LP release, Reprise 
Records wasted no %me in exploi%ng the name through promo%onal photos 
and adver%sements showing the women of FANNY from the back, and 
distribu%ng bumper s%ckers urging record buyers to GET BEHIND FANNY, 
and a later adver%sing campaign proclaiming FANNY: THE END OF AN ERA. 
“Both slogans were my doing,” Nickey has said. “I suggested them as a joke, 
but [manager Roy] Silver and the label took them seriously and ran with 
them. They certainly got people’s a?en%on… I was also playing on the 
different slang meanings of the term fanny in America and the UK.” 

The band had already a?racted serious no%ce in LA even prior to the 
release of their first album. As one of the favorite local bands at the Whisky-
a-Go-Go, they were booked there so oven that it was effec%vely a residency 
for them. Fellow musicians and scene-makers including George Harrison, 
David Bowie, Deep Purple, the Rolling Stones, the Who, the Kinks, Rod 
Stewart, Ringo Starr, Harry Nilsson, Rodney Bingenheimer and Kim Fowley 
admired Fanny and helped promote the band by word of mouth at the top 
levels of the music industry, but the public would be slower to “get behind” 
the band. 

While the band’s first album release, FANNY, was groundbreaking in that 
every note on the album was sung and played by women, the rock press 
was generally less than impressed. Fanny was mistakenly seen as more of a 
novelty act than as serious musicians with something to say. One reviewer 
wrote that the band was “trying too hard.” Fanny was blazing a trail, but 
most reviewers had no reference point, no basis of comparison for judging a 
group of women playing rock music. Fanny would have to become that 
reference point. 



In England, where the word “fanny” is a slang term for a woman’s vagina, 
the band were hailed as outrageous feminists. But the members of FANNY 
did not necessarily consider themselves to be feminists, at least not in the 
early days; they were musicians first and women second, dressing more like 
the guys, figh%ng to gain credibility in a man’s medium. Nickey Barclay later 
talked about the band’s physical image: “We did feel the pressure of having 
to prove ourselves. When we first started performing, we just went on stage 
wearing whatever we were wearing. It amounted to us apologizing for 
being women, shying away from any kind of glamour or a?rac%veness on 
stage.” The band’s look became more feminine and stylish once they had 
proved themselves through the hard grind of interna%onal touring. 

FANNY’s second offering, 1971’s CHARITY BALL, received a much warmer 
recep%on from the rock press, with the LP even elici%ng some predic%ons of 
superstardom. The %tle track hit the singles charts in the US, peaking at 
number 40 on the Billboard singles charts in November, and FANNY toured 
extensively to support the breakthrough. Thousands of punters on several 
con%nents came to laugh at what was expected to be a “freak show” and 
came away as true believers. The band was given further credibility through 
becoming the favored support act of a number of the biggest bands of the 
era, but at the same %me they became headliners in their own right at large 
concert venues. 

Prior to the arrival of Fanny, no all-female band in any genre of modern 
music, playing their own instruments and wri%ng most all of their own 
material, had ever known true success; Fanny was the first. And in the 
music business – then as now – success breeds imita%on. Other labels saw a 
new market niche to exploit and began promo%ng all-female bands. If one 
wishes to point to any one moment in %me when the doors were truly 
kicked opened for female rock bands, one need look no further than the 
release of FANNY HILL, Fanny’s third LP in 1972. 

FANNY HILL, recorded at the Beatles’ Apple Studios in London, was hailed 
by the leading rock press of the day as being their best yet. The album 
features some of the band’s finest studio moments and showed the musical 
maturity of what was now several years of recording and touring; when 
Rhino Records decided to release a FANNY retrospec%ve CD set in 2002, 
they tellingly named the collec%on FIRST TIME IN A LONG TIME, aver one of 
the most memorable tracks on FANNY HILL. 



By now FANNY was a name to conjure with. They were no longer a laughing 
stock but were acknowledged and admired as a serious rock band. They 
even passed the rock-cred “test of fire” by having one of their singles, 
“Young and Dumb,” banned by BBC Radio 1 (and by being banned from 
playing live at the Albert Hall – for being “too provoca%ve”!). They 
con%nued to tour almost constantly throughout North America and Europe, 
stopping only to record yet another album, their second release in ten 
months. Todd Rundgren replaced Richard Perry as producer on FANNY’s 
fourth album, 1973’s MOTHER’S PRIDE, which is probably the band’s 
“hardest” rock LP and was also the only one of their five albums not to 
feature a band photo on the cover. “Working with Todd was far more soul-
sa%sfying than working with Richard [Perry] ever was,” Nickey said. “He 
treated us with much more respect and gave us our heads more when it 
came to crea%ve input and produc%on.” 

The women of FANNY were coming to terms with, and learning to balance, 
their roles as both women and rock musicians, but the strain was beginning 
to take its toll within the band. Shortly aver the release of their fourth 
album, FANNY collapsed temporarily as a result of what writer Barbara 
O’Dair** called “internal tensions, accumulated strains, and the ordinary 
occupa%onal hazards of making it in a man’s world predicated on sex, drugs 
and rock and roll.” In the wake of increasing discord, Alice and June lev the 
group one by one. June was replaced on lead guitar and vocals by Pab 
Quatro, big sister of pop sensa%on Suzi; Alice was replaced on drums by 
former Svelte Brie Brandt. Nickey and Jean elected to stay on, and it was 
this line-up which recorded the final FANNY album. 



Having completed their deal with Reprise Records, ROCK AND ROLL 
SURVIVORS saw the band move to Casablanca Records – home of several 
huge ’70s acts including Donna Summer, KISS, Parliament and the Village 
People – and take on a new producer, Vini Poncia. 

ROCK AND ROLL SURVIVORS would turn out to be the band’s final effort.  
It included the single “Bu?er Boy,” which peaked at number 29 on the 
Billboard singles charts in February, 1975, but by the %me the single 
became a hit there was no band lev to promote it. 

In late 1974, Nickey lev Fanny. From all accounts, the band was moving in a 
direc%on that Nickey wasn’t happy with, and her ul%mate feeling was that, 
without June and Alice, it just wasn’t FANNY any longer. Cam Davis, a friend 
of June’s, was brought in to replace Brie on drums when Brie lev to marry 
composer James Newton Howard at the end of the ROCK AND ROLL 
SURVIVORS sessions. Having never recorded with the band, Cam tended to 
defer to the others. 



Things came to a head in early 1975: Cam lev, with Pab following shortly 
thereaver. As this happened when “Bu?er Boy” was climbing rapidly up the 
charts, and Jean was especially disheartened – Fanny was shaping up to 
have their biggest hit ever and there was no band to help push it along. 

In the spring of 1975, Jean convinced June to come back for one more tour, 
and Brie Brandt-Howard also agreed to sign on. The band was rounded out 
by Pab Macheta (a friend of June’s) on percussion and vocals and Wendy 
Haas, wife of Mar%n Mull and an old friend of the original FANNY band 
members, on keyboards and vocals. But although they ostensibly got back 
together to promote “Bu?er Boy,” they didn’t perform any of FANNY’s 
material – one of June’s condi%ons for coming back was that the band do 
only new songs. They also discon%nued any use of the name FANNY, instead 
billing themselves as the L.A. All-Stars. By early 1976 a number of labels 
were expressing interest in financing an album; however, label interest was 
strictly focused on a con%nua%on of the FANNY legacy and name. The L.A. 
All-Stars came within a hair of inking a deal with Arista Records, but 
ul%mately, the label demanded non-nego%ably that the women again call 
themselves FANNY, and June refused to sign on for another tour. 

FANNY had come to an end, but the legacy of their pioneering efforts for 
women in rock lives on to this day. It’s not an overstatement to say that all 
the female movers and shakers in the rock world, from Joan Je? to 
Courtney Love and onwards, owe a debt of gra%tude to FANNY for gebng 
that all-important first foot in the door and showing the world that women 
can truly rock! 

*Orloff, Katherine, Rock ‘N Roll Woman (Nash Publishing, 1974) 
**O’Dair, Barbara, Trouble Girls: The Rolling Stone Book of Women in Rock (Random House, 1997) 



ABOUT THE DIRECTOR 

BOBBI JO HART (Director/Producer/Writer) is an award winning American/
Canadian documentary filmmaker with Adobe Produc%ons Interna%onal, 
based in Montreal, Canada. With a career that has spanned 25 years, Hart 
has filmed in countries as diverse as Pakistan, Russia, Guatemala, Australia, 
Scotland and Zimbabwe — with subjects ranging from women’s 
professional soccer and tennis to classical music, comedy, dance and manic 
depression. Her documentary films have the most common thread of 
revealing untold stories of marginalized girls and women, weaving universal 
threads of dreams, family, love, loss, happiness, sadness, success, failure 
and determina%on. Her in%mate, cinema verité style results in thought-
provoking films that ul%mately celebrate our shared humanity. 

Her most recent feature documentary I AM NOT A ROCK STAR premiered at 
dozens of worldwide film fes%vals and was broadcast on networks in many 
countries, including BBCFour, SVT Sweden, ABC Australia, Documentary 
Channel. Music in the film included Jack Johnson & Patrick Watson. This film 
won many fes%val awards as well. Hart’s previous award winning films 
include SHE GOT GAME: Behind-the-Scenes of the Women's Tennis Tour 
(LIFE Network, Starz), which had exclusive access during over a year on tour. 
Hart is currently star%ng the fes%val tour for her exclusive theatrical 
documentary celebra%ng Les Ballets Trockadero de Monte Carlo 
(Documentary Channel, ARTV). 

RECENT AWARDS (I AM NOT A ROCK STAR): 
Winner - Best Performing Arts Documentary, Canadian Screen Awards, 2014 
Winner - Best Edi%ng, Canadian Screen Awards, 2014 
Nomina%on - Best Performing Arts Documentary, Prix Gemeaux, 2014 
Nomina%on - Best Direc%on, Canadian Screen Awards, 2014 

FILMOGRAPHY 
2021 FANNY: THE RIGHT TO ROCK 
2017 REBELS ON POINTE 
2015 RISE 
2012 I AM NOT A ROCK STAR 
2003 SHE GOT GAME: Behind-the-Scenes of the Women's Pro Tennis Tour 
2001 SHRINKAGE (2001) 
1997 A CALLING TO CARE (1997) 



ABOUT FILM MOVEMENT  
Founded in 2002, Film Movement is a North American distributor of award-
winning independent and foreign films based in New York City. It has 
released more than 250 feature films and shorts culled from pres=gious film 
fes=vals worldwide. Its catalog includes =tles by directors such as Hirokazu 
Kore-eda, Maren Ade, Jessica Hausner, Andrei Konchalovsky, Andrzej Wajda, 
Diane Kurys, Ciro Guerra and Melanie Laurent. In 2015, Film Movement 
launched its reissue label Film Movement Classics, featuring new 
restora=ons released theatrically as well as on Blu-ray and DVD, including 
films by such noted directors as Eric Rohmer, Peter Greenaway, Bille August, 
Marleen Gorris, Takeshi Kitano, Arturo Ripstein, Sergio Corbucci and E^ore 
Scola. For more informa=on, visit www.filmmovement.com.


